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INTRO
Oakhurst Signs is a powerhouse of
project managers, designers, and
manufacturers who dedicate their
expertise in creating best-in-class
architectural signage and environmental
graphics for the multifamily industry.
With 16 years of service, our insights
of signage trends have been gathered
from working with multifamily operators
across the nation. We have partnered
with more than 60% of the top 10
management companies, developers,
owners and builders.
We hope this report helps your team
to be ahead of the curve in multifamily
signage and branding.
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KEY TAKE AWAYS:
• Creating sign catalogs across multiple properties syncs with brand recognition
initiatives and expedites the rebranding process with proper budget forecasting.
• Minimal logo design allows for a ﬂexible brand identity that is legible across
media and permitted in architectural spaces.
• Advances in sign fabrication, print, and manufacturing technology allow for more
unique environmental experiences for urban and suburban markets.
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Sign Catalogs
Sign catalogs are when signage across multiple properties have
the same style of design, guidelines, and naming convention.

Increase Brand Recognition
The multifamily industry is facing the challenge of residents
and guests cannot recognize the brands of their properties. The
traditional naming paradigm has caused “the number of brands
that apartment dwellers can recall is almost zero“ says Mike Gomes,
Chief Experience Ofﬁcer at Cortland.¹ A growing trend is having a
similar naming convention for multiple properties to help customers
remember the brands when moving between properties or crossing
state lines. With a similar name comes similar signage.
When sharpening their marketing strategy, Steve Hallsey, Director of
Operations at Wood Partners, discovered 30% of leases came from
“organic” marketing such as signage.² The Crest family of properties
under The Residential Group share a naming convention and sign
catalog (e.g. The Crest at Bonita Springs, The Crest at Laurel Canyon)
to use brand recognition through signage to their advantage.
Camden Property Trust and GoldOller Real Estate Investments are
also among the owners and management companies who have
invested in the beneﬁts of sign catalogs.

During the acquisition of a property, the average time to
initiate and approve a project with a signage ﬁrm to rebrand
a property can range from 60 to 120 days (2 to 4 months).
Having a sign catalog cuts down the time to 30 to 90 days
(1 to 3 months). Without having the marketing team decide
on concepts, the life cycle to complete the project shortens and
avoids any need to purchase temporary signage. A sign catalog
has been crucial for Housing Trust Group to rapidly scale their
affordable housing development portfolio. Sign catalogs become
a boilerplate for sign fabricators to produce signs quicker and
it allows marketing teams to more accurately predict their expense.

Standard Range of Time to Approve Signage
for a Rebrand Without vs. With a Sign Catalog
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¹ Gomes, Mike. (2019) Interviewed by Jill Heineck for Customer Experience Radio, 21 June 2019. https://businessradiox.com/podcast/customerexperience/cortland.
² Bergeron , Paul R, and Les Shaver. “Digital Offerings Becoming Force in Apartment Marketing.” Units Magazine, Feb. 2018, p. 27.
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Logo Design
Logo design are the marks, typography, fonts, and patterns
combined to created the brand identity of a property.

Legibility
Digital platforms host the most trafﬁc and conversions for
multifamily advertising. To better prepare names for mobile and
to be consistent with entry signs, marketing teams and agencies
are creating logo designs that are more legible for digital. Serif
and slab typography have reduced while sans serif has increased.
Script typography have been used for collateral, but for use in the
logo is dependent on the target demographic. Subtle customization
to logotypes without logomarks have also increased.
The logo or display area of an entry sign is limited by the square
footage allowed by the city. According to the Sign Foundation,
83% of customers believe when the small letters cause the most
difﬁculty when reading a sign.³ To increase the size and legibility of
a logo on a sign restricted by city code, logomarks are removed and
variations with stacked logotype are used to improve visual hierarchy.
The most common logomark for branding multifamily remains a
monogram - two or more letters combined together that creates
a unique graphic.

Square Footage Limitation
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Acquisition Positioning
To prevent frustration for a buyer to purchase a C or B property
after a 1-3 year hold, management companies and owners are
not branding their wayﬁnding with the company logo. Instead,
owners and management companies have been purchase logo
ﬂoor mats with the company logo that can be ordered in bulk
for multiple, and future, properties.

R E S I D E N T I A L

Wayﬁnding includes all signage throughout the property that helps
identify, navigate, or provide regulation to a space. These include
unit and building identiﬁcation, directionals and breezeways,
amenity rules and parking space signs, as well as others.
³ Kellaris, Dr. James, et al. “Consumer Perceptions of Retail Signage: 100,000 Shoppers Can't Be Wrong.” Sign Research Foundation, 2011,
signresearch.org/consumer-perceptions-of-retail-signage-100000-shoppers-cant-be-wrong/.
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Placemaking
Developers across the country are responding to renter’s desire
for live-work-play lifestyles with a range of mixed-use amenities⁴
and a growing emphasis on placemaking.
Wall & Window Graphics
Ground-ﬂoor retail below multifamily attracts apartment
tenants looking for accessible shops while providing retailers
with a built-in customer base. This type of symbiosis leads
to lower vacancy rates and better retailer retention.⁵
To “simply put retail in the base of building, [is not] placemaking”
says Philip Palmgren, founding partner RePlace Urban Studio
and vice chair of the ULI Placemaking Council.⁶ To enhance the
environment and to avoid permitting confrontations, interior and
urban designers are collaborating with signage ﬁrms to apply
graphic vinyls to walls and windows.

Organic Patterns
To contrast with the atmosphere of industral environments,
designers and marketing teams are branding signage with
more organic patterns. With advances in direct printing
on substrates⁷, there are less issues adapting a design from
an acrylic or aluminum material to exterior sign made from
PVC. From faux wood grain textures to faux marble finishes,
organic patterns are being replicated and placed on signage
with more polish and cleanness than ever before.
Even illustrative features drawn with CAD tools are becoming
more common in class A properties. As long as the signage
adheres to ADA Compliance and to the guidelines of
accessible design, more opportunities for unique patterns
will continue to be developed.
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⁴ Croce, Brian, et al. “Mixed-Use: The Ultimate Placemaking Product.” Multifamily Executive, 20 July 2018,
www.multifamilyexecutive.com/design-development/mixed-use-the-ultimate-placemaking-product_o.
⁵ “4 Ways The Art Of Placemaking Has Evolved In 4 Decades.” Bisnow, 12 Mar. 2018,
www.bisnow.com/national/news/construction-development/4-ways-the-art-of-placemaking-has-evolved-in-4-decades-84122..
⁶ Nyren, Ron. “ULI Product Council Outlook for Placemaking.” Urban Land Magazine, Urban Land Institute, 21 June 2019,
urbanland.uli.org/economy-markets-trends/uli-product-council-outlook-for-placemaking/.
⁷ Berger, Craig M. “Digital Print Trends and Technologies in the Sign and Graphics Industry.”Sign Research Foundation, 2016, signresearch.org/research-design.
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DID YOU FIND THIS
SPECIAL REPORT USEFUL?
Email us to say thanks
INFO@OAKHURSTSIGNS.COM

PUBLISHED BY:

www.oakhurstsigns.com
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This report remains the property of Oakhurst Signs.
None of the information contained within can be used,
republished or reprinted without express permission from Oakhurst Signs.
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